Abstract: Aurora is a very important geophysical phenomenon in the high latitude of Arctic and 8
Auroral morphology recognition at SPS and YRS 166

Image Retrieval 167
The content-based image retrieval experiments are performed on ARD and ATD1 to examine the 168 morphology difference between auroral images at YRS and SPS. The retrieval results are visually 169 estimated whether each retrieved image has similar auroral morphology with its query image. 170
Chi-square (χ 2 ) histogram distance is used as a matching criterion. The smaller the distance, the more 171 similar are the two images. The distance is defined as 172
where p is the LBP histogram of the query image, q is that of the retrieved image, and i indicates the 174 index of feature vector (i=1~4608). For a given query image in ARD, the matching image in ATD2 is 175 the one with the smallest χ 2 distance to the query image. Figure 3 shows the query set, whose images 176 are sampled from ARD of YRS, and by searching the whole ATD1 dataset, the most similar retrieved 177 result is exported. For each of the four auroral types, Figure 3 shows three image pairs. From Figure 3 , 178 we can conclude that each query and retrieved image pair is of the same auroral type with similar but 179 not identical auroral morphology. The fact that each image pair belongs to the same category indicates 180 the effectiveness of our approach, and the morphology differences are resulted from the observation 181 difference itself between YRS and SPS and the error caused by the insufficient algorithm accuracy. 182
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